15th Feb 2020 | Newsletter to friends of UPLIFT

Dear friends,
A month and a week have gone by since the
Great UPLIFT Graduation Ceremony (!) –
this time for the 18th year of learners.
And two weeks after our little travelogue was
shared with the Norwegian friends of UPLIFT
it is time to share an English version with you.
This year’s host Sub-County was Jangokoro,
high up in mountainous Zombo District.
‘True to style’, our band of visitors from far
away were met by a procession of learners
and some mentors (and others, I suspect),
who sang and danced us the last 200 yards
up to the festival grounds. Preparations for
the ceremony now complete, the mix of joy
and pride and expectations was unmistakable.

Too bad he didn’t take a photo of us, too?—the joy is mutual!

Being ‘frequently returning guests’ – this
time, four from Norway – we have come to
expect and enjoy the familiar proceedings.
Content and form is much the same, this is
the classic UPLIFT celebration of some 1.500
graduate learners, and a blasé mzungu might
say “been there, done that”. But no, the very
essence of it is the attraction, and each year it
will appear as a theme with variations; new
scene shifts both in terms of a new sense of
place and the alternation of song, dance and
drama, – and not least, new individual faces.
This is one of the benefits of our ‘front row
and up close’ privilege! And each of the above
combine to illustrate the new knowledge and
skills acquired in the preceding year, to be
applied in their respective settings.
And then, of course, there is the number of
speeches or, rather, ‘UPLIFT accolades’. Let
me take the liberty to make one such variant

the anecdote of this newsletter. For once, our
group of UPLIFT workers and Friends of
UPLIFT visitors arrived in good time for the
opening, and the programme could begin
precisely at one. As it happened, with the
speeches by local political dignitaries placed
early in the programme, the LC3 Chairman
(mayor) of Jangokoro had not arrived in time,
nor did anyone seem to be quite sure of his
whereabouts. No problem—an elegantly
suited councellor stepped out of our tented
shade and gave an excellent speech on behalf
of the Jangokoro Sub-County authorities.
With translations between English and Alur
these speeches tend to take some time, and
the councellor was eloquent. Toward the end
(we sensed?) of the speech, a big guy in
rather informal attire came sauntering from
one side onto the small field in front of us.
He was out of sight to the speaker but not to
the learners seated at the opposite side of the
grounds. Smiles and ripples of laughter spread
through the crowd, for this was the mayor,
Mohamad Okabha. He didn’t want to disturb
his stand-in, – or let go of the opportunity to
make a little show of it. He sat down leisurely
beside us while his colleague, now aware that
his time was up, ended his speech in a
dignified manner.
What we had not counted on, at that point,
was that the mayor—though “tempted to
add a few words” (evidently to the mirth of
the alur speaking)—was about to make an
equally long speech as the foregoing one.
Basically the same content in a new form, all
translated and with jovial reference to UPLIFT
beginnings and his old friend, Dr. Hizzaya.
Busting Mark’s detailed time schedule? Oh,
well, Africans know how to make allowances...

LC3 chairman Okabha and UPLIFTcoordinator Mawa
(here, greeting a straw troll ’dressed’ for the occasion).

on the pulse before preparations for next
year’s activity pick up immediately after
graduation.

As usual, Friends of UPLIFT were given the
opportunity to speak. Thanks to Mark, who
had just received from the printers the newly
translated ”Health Book(let)”, now in Alur! –
and because FUP had had a hand in preparing
the English text*) – we had the honour of
sharing the news and presenting a first copy
to the chairmen of two sub-counties. Even
Arom Jalacida from Erussi SC was there, and
while I was enjoying the next performance of
a tribal dance I noticed the the two mayors
were curiously perusing the manual together.
When a little later I asked Mr. Jalacida, seated
beside me, if he found the translation to alur
satisfactory (as I would have no idea), instead
of answering directly he just leafed through
some pages with illustrations and answered,
“I think this covers everything.” I took that to
be a Yes! – as well as a commendation of the
content of the book.
*) The Health Booklet is a shortened, edited version of a
wider health education manual, developed for the HEED
programme under the Masetlha Foundation in Zambia.

UPLIFT intends to print, first time around,
about 80 copies of the manual, divided in
group sets for 5 classes in Nebbi and 5 in
Zombo, as well as for the 10 mentors who
will test the integration of this new ‘health
component’ into the usual UPLIFT training.
It will be exciting to follow; how much new
content can be inserted into 150 lesson hours
of what started up as ‘mere’ literacy training
some twenty years ago?
This was one of many items for consultation
in this year’s joint board meeting of UPLIFT
and Friends of UPLIFT [repr. by Michael and
Gunnar] the following morning. Our annual
meetings are being prepared well ahead of
time and have proved, through experience
over many years, to allow Friends of UPLIFT,
as main funding organization, to keep a finger

Some of the mentors as they are greeted by their learners –
– and some of the hundreds of spectators at the ceremony.

Our joint evaluation of last year’s expenditures
and the ensuing needs and plans for 2020 will
be embedded in this year’s budget, – one to
which the board as well as the annual general
meeting of the Friends of UPLIFT dare pledge
their commitment to meet.
Let it be an encouragement, therefore, to all
of those who were able in 2019 to donate, that
we managed into fulfil our goal to contribute
12.000 USD. That is not to be taken for
granted – which was gratefully and duly noted!
For those of us who have the opportunity to
get close both to learners and mentors, the
gratitude is literally palpable (i.e. lots of hugs!)
and we wish we could share it with all of you.
In place of that, let us end these notes with a
few more photos to indicate gratitude on
many levels. The weightiest one, physically,
being the learners’ gift to the Norwegian
friends of UPLIFT—this year in the form of

a stock of matooke, the plantain (google it!)
sister of the sweet banana. Heavy stuff, 
both before and after cooking/mashing!
Warmest greetings, on behalf of Friends of
UPLIFT (Norway)
Gunnar Lange-Nielsen

One for Michael and one for Gunnar – impossible to take
home to Norway; so, left with grateful friends in Kampala

To learn is to act and to act is to learn – here in a custom
made dramatisation. Who is teacher and who is mentor?

End of ceremony: LC3 Chairman Okabha with Dr. Hizzaya

OKAY, then, ONE more picture:

UPLIFT learner – for the graduation ceremony with ochre and blue face paint –
gracefully ‘dancing’ her weighty gift toward us.

